Convergences and Divergences
What do Married Librarians Read, Watch and Listen to in Their Off Time?
With Becky Wurm Clark and Scott Clark
Bethany Branch – March 30 2012 / Gere Branch – April 2 2012

MUTUAL
BOOKS we’ve both enjoyed

Across a Wide Horizon: Discovering the Uncommon Beauty of Nebraska’s Plains by Jorn C. Olsen [917.82 qOls]

Curse of the Narrows: The Halifax Disaster of 1917 by Laura M. MacDonald [940.3 Mac]

This Time Together: Laughter and Reflection by Carol Burnett [Compact Disc Biography Burnett]

Jeannie Out of the Bottle by Barbara Eden [Compact Disc Biography Eden]

Born Standing Up: A Comic’s Life by Steve Martin [Compact Disc Biography Martin]

Schulz and Peanuts: A Biography by David Michaelis [Biography Schulz]

My Lucky Life In and Out of Show Business by Dick Van Dyke [Biography Van Dyke and Compact Disc Biography Van Dyke]

Abraham Lincoln’s Shining Star by Susan Grace Dittman [j978.2 Dit]

DVDS we’ve both enjoyed

Amazing Grace
Captain America: The First Avenger
Crazy Stupid Love
Hachi
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
The Help
I Am Sam
Midnight in Paris
Moneyball
Rango
Kung Fu Panda 2
Love Happens
The Muppets
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides
Planet 51
Rio
Run Lola Run
Shrek Forever After
Tower Heist
Super 8
Unstoppable
X-Men: First Class
and probably more…
BECKY
NON-FICTION

The Great Eight: How to Be Happy (Even When You Have Every Reason to Be Miserable) by Scott Hamilton [152.42 Ham]

Starstruck: Photographs From a Fan by Jeffrey Boas [779.12 Boa]

Jim Henson’s Designs and Doodles: A Muppet Sketchbook by Alison Inches [791.45 qHenYi]

My Life as a Furry Red Monster by Kevin Clash [791.53 Cla]

Snoopy’s Guide to the Writing Life by Charles Schulz [808.7 qSch]

Blizzard of Glass: The Halifax Explosion of 1917 by Sally M. Walker [j940.3 Wal]

The Death of Crazy Horse by Richard G. Hardorff [970.2 Dea (Bison ed.)]

102 Minutes: The Untold Story of the Fight to Survive Inside the Twin Towers by Jim Dwyer and Kevin Flynn [973.731 Dwy]

Cocoonat Grove by Edward Keyes [974.461 Key]

Mari Sandoz’s Native Nebraska by LaVerne Harell Clark [978.2 Cla]

Nebraska Moments: Glimpses of Nebraska’s Past by Donald R. Hickey [978.4 Hic]

Disaster: The Great San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of 1906 by Dan Kurzman [979.461 Kur]


Bloody Mary, Gentle Woman by Frances Grace Reinehr [B P24865r]

DVDs

Dirty Jobs With Mike Rowe, Collection 1 [DVD Dirty]

Flambards by K.M. Peyton [DVD Peyton]

The Illuminator and a Bible for the 21st Century [DVD 745.67 Ben]

The Great San Francisco Earthquake (The American Experience) [DVD 979.46 Ame]

SCOTT

FICTION

Midnight Riot and Moon Over Soho by Ben Aaronovitch [Aaronovitch]

A Shadow in Summer by Daniel Abraham [Abraham]

The Halloween Tree by Ray Bradbury [Bradbury]

A Princess of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs [Burroughs]

Ghost Story and Side Jobs by Jim Butcher [Butcher or Compact Disc Butcher]

Heat Rises by Richard Castle [Castle]

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins [YA Collins]

The Moon Maze Game by Larry Niven and Steven Barnes [Niven]

Tongues of Serpents by Naomi Novik [Novik]

Poe’s Detective: The Dupin Stories by Edgar Allan Poe [Compact Disc Poe]

NON-FICTION

It’s Not Easy Being Green, and Other Things to Consider by Jim Henson and others [808.882 Hen]

Let’s Be Reasonable by Joel Sartore [814 Sar]

The Ten, Make That Nine, Habits of Very Organized People. Make That Ten by Steve Martin [817 Mar]

The Nebraska Landscape: Images From Home by Michael Forsberg [917.82 For]

Seriously...I’m Kidding by Ellen DeGeneres [Compact Disc Biography DeGeneres]

Bossypants by Tina Fey [Compact Disc Biography Fey]

Feynman by Jim Ottaviani [Biography Feynman]

The Garner Files by James Garner [Biography Garner]

With Love and Laughter, John Ritter by Amy Yasbeck [Biography Ritter]

Are You Hungry, Dear? Life, Laughs and Lasagna by Doris Roberts [791.452 Rob/ CD through ILL]

If You Ask Me, and Of Course You Won’t by Betty White [Compact Disc Biography White]

Wreck the Halls: Cake Wrecks Get Festive by Jen Yates [Hoopla]

NON-LCL

Listen to the Echoes: The Ray Bradbury Interviews edited by Sam Weller

Mommy Knows Worst: Highlights From the Golden Age of Bad Parenting by James Lileks

Star Trek – The Original Series: 365 by Paula M. Block